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RHIC SpecificationsRHIC Specifications
3.83 km circumference
Two independent rings

112 bunches/ring
106 ns crossing time

Capable of colliding 
~ any nuclear species 
on 
~ any other species

Energy:

500 GeV for p+p
200 GeV for Au+Au
(per N-N collision)

Luminosity
Au-Au: 2 x 1026 cm-2 s-1

p-p  : 2 x 1032 cm-2 s-1

(polarized) 
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RHIC and Its ExperimentsRHIC and Its Experiments

STARSTAR
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Two  Two  MajorMajor DiscoveriesDiscoveries
Discovery of 
strong “elliptic” flow:

Elliptic flow in Au + Au collisions at 
√sNN= 130 GeV, 
STAR Collaboration, (K.H. 
Ackermann et al.). 
Phys.Rev.Lett.86:402-407,2001
298 citations

Discovery of 
“jet quenching”

Suppression of hadrons with large 
transverse momentum in central 
Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 130 GeV, 
PHENIX Collaboration (K. Adcox et 
al.), Phys.Rev.Lett.88:022301,2002
341 citations
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OutlineOutline
Will present  sample of results from various 
points of the collision process:

1. Final State

Yields of produced particles

Thermalization, Hadrochemistry

3. Initial State

Hydrodynamic flow 
from 

initial spatial asymmetries

2. Probes of 
dense 
matter
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Transverse DynamicsTransverse Dynamics

θ

p
pT
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AssertionAssertion

In these complicated events, we have 
(a posteriori ) control over the event geometry:

Degree of overlap

Orientation with respect to overlap

Reaction 

Reaction 

Plane
Plane

““CentralCentral”” ““PeripheralPeripheral””
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Initial StateInitial State
How are the initial state densities and asymmetries 
imprinted on the detected distributions?

3. Initial State

Hydrodynamic flow 
from 

initial spatial asymmetries
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Motion Is HydrodynamicMotion Is Hydrodynamic

x

y
z

When does thermalization occur? 
Strong evidence that final state bulk behavior 
reflects the initial state geometry

Because the initial azimuthal asymmetry
persists in the final state
dn/dφ ~ 1 + 2 v2(pT) cos (2 φ) + ...
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The The ““FlowFlow”” Is Is LargeLarge
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Value of v2 in
dn/dφ ~ 1 + 2 v2 cos (2 φ) + .. 
saturates 
at ~ 0.2
Hydrodynamic 
calculations
show this modulation
is 

characteristic of 
a  state  of  matter
established in the 
earliest (geometrically 
asymmetric) stage
of the collision
at  τ < ~ 1 fm/c with 
energy density
ε > 5 GeV / fm3

in some sense is 
as strong as it can be
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The The ““FlowFlow”” Is    Is    PerfectPerfect
The “fine structure” v2(pT) for different mass particles 
shows good agreement with ideal (“perfect fluid”) 
hydrodynamics

Roughly: ∂νTμν =0 → Work-energy theorem 
→ ∫ ∇P d(vol) = ΔEK ≅ mT – m0 ≡ ΔKET

~~

22
TT pmKE +≡
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The The ““FlowFlow”” Knows QuarksKnows Quarks
The “fine structure” v2(pT) for different mass particles 
shows good agreement with ideal (“perfect fluid”) 
hydrodynamics

Scaling flow parameters by quark content nq resolves 
meson-baryon separation of final state hadrons

baryonsbaryons

mesonsmesons
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The Flow Knows LandauThe Flow Knows Landau

BRAHMS, PHOBOS: The flow  along  the beam 
direction shows good agreement with solutions to 
perfect fluid hydrodynamics 
obtained
by Landau 50(!) years ago

PHOBOS White Paper
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Final StateFinal State
Does the huge abundance of final state 
particles reflect a thermal distribution?:

1. Final State

Yields of produced particles

Thermalization, Hadrochemistry
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Probes of Dense MatterProbes of Dense Matter
Q. How dense is the matter?
A. Do pQCD Rutherford scattering on deep interior using
“auto-generated” probes:

2. Probes of 
dense 
matter
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Using Using ““Hard ProbesHard Probes””

time

p+p

d+Au

Au+Au

Systematic approach essential:

p+p:  BASELINE 

d+Au:  CONTROL

Au+Au:  NEW EFFECT
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no effect ⇒

Systematizing Our ExpectationsSystematizing Our Expectations

Describe in terms of  scaled ratio RAA

= 1 for “baseline expectations”
> 1 “Cronin” enhancements (as in proton-nucleus)
< 1 (at high pT) “anomalous” suppression

( )Events  ppin    YieldBA
EventsAu  Auin    Yield

+•
+

≡
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Systematic Suppression PatternSystematic Suppression Pattern

≈ constancy for pT > 4 GeV/c for all centralities?
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The Matter is OpaqueThe Matter is Opaque

C2(Au+ Au) =C2(p+ p)+ A*(1+2v2
2 cos(2Δφ))

STAR azimuthal 
correlation 
function shows 
~ complete 
absence of 
“away-side” jet

Surface emission only (?)
That is, “partner” in hard scatter 
is absorbed in the dense medium

Δφ

G
O
N
E

G
O
N
E

Pedestal&flow subtracted
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Schematically (Partons)Schematically (Partons)
Scattered partons on the “near side” lose energy, 

but emerge;

those on the “far side” are totally absorbed 
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Photons shine, Hadrons donPhotons shine, Hadrons don’’tt

Direct photons are not inhibited by hot/dense medium
Rather: shine through consistent with pQCD

PhotonsPhotons

η η ππ00
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Schematically (Photons)Schematically (Photons)
Scattered partons on the “near side” lose energy, 

but emerge;

the direct photon always emerges 
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Precision ProbesPrecision Probes

This one figure encodes 
rigorous control of systematics

in four different measurements 
over many orders of magnitude

central
Ncoll = 975 ± 94

== ==
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Quantum Quantum ChromodynamicsChromodynamics (QCD)(QCD)
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Mass Without MassMass Without Mass

Lattice QCD calculations of 
hadron mass spectrum
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Hadron Hadron ““WaveWave--functionsfunctions”” →→ RHIC Spin !RHIC Spin !

BRAHMS & PP2PP (p)

STAR (p)
PHENIX (p)

AGS

LINAC
BOOSTER

Pol. Proton Source
500 μA, 300 μs

GeVs

L

50050

onPolarizati70%
cms102 2132

max

<<

×= −−

Spin Rotators

Partial Siberian Snake

Siberian Snakes

200 MeV Polarimeter AGS Internal Polarimeter
Rf Dipoles

RHIC pC Polarimeters
Absolute Polarimeter 

(H jet)

2 × 1011 Pol. Protons / Bunch
ε = 20 π mm mrad

RHIC accelerates heavy ions to 100 GeV/A 
and polarized protons to 250 GeV

Achieved 
Polarization 60-65% 
during RHIC Run-6 !
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RHIC and the Phase RHIC and the Phase ““TransitionTransition””
Collisions at RHIC map out the  interesting region from

High Tinit
~ 300 MeV

to

Low Tfinal
~ 100 MeV
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Mass Without Mass Leads To Mass Without Mass Leads To ……
But we know this behaves as  matter

It flows
It strongly absorbs jets
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Q = 0           B = 0      T ~ 200 MeV   Q = 0           B = 0      T ~ 200 MeV   
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Matter Without Matter That  Matter Without Matter That  MattersMatters
QCD is our prototypical non-Abelian gauge theory
With RHIC, we can 

Study phase transformations in a fundamental theory of 
nature
Create “pure” matter specified only by its temperature T

This matter is  sui generis (unique and self-defining)
Contrast to ordinary plasmas, where

Can vary density and temperature independently
Photon momentum-energy density (usually) irrelevant 
Can be strongly-coupled or weakly coupled

In QCD ( to the extent it can be defined ! )  Γ ~  g ( T ) ~ 2-4

you want any value
Energy Kinetic
Energy Potential

=≡Γ
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Calculating In Calculating In StronglyStrongly--CoupledCoupled Gauge TheoriesGauge Theories

We’ve yet to understand 
the discrepancy between 
lattice results and Stefan-
Boltzmann limit:
The success of naïve 
hydrodynamics requires 
very low viscosities

Both are predicted from 
~gravitational phenomena 
in N = 4 supersymmetric 
theories:

(??)1.0~
densityentropy

viscosity
≤=
s
η

4
3

4
1

=

=

SB

s

ε
ε

π
η
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Explaining the ConnectionExplaining the Connection
Maldacena’s extraordinary conjecture

3) Strongly 3) Strongly 
Coupled Coupled 

(Conformal) (Conformal) 
gauge Field gauge Field 

Theories Theories 
(CFT)(CFT)

1) Weakly Coupled 1) Weakly Coupled 
(classical) gravity in (classical) gravity in 

AntiAnti--deSitterdeSitter Space (AdS)Space (AdS)

2) 2) 
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Suggested ReadingSuggested Reading
November, 2005 issue of Scientific 
American

“The Illusion of Gravity”
J. Maldacena 

A test of this prediction comes from the 
Relativistic  Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at 
BrookhavenNational Laboratory, which 
has been colliding gold nuclei at very 
high energies. A preliminary analysis of 
these experiments indicates the 
collisions are creating a fluid with very 
low viscosity. Even though Son and his 
co-workers studied a simplified version 
of chromodynamics, they seem to have 
come up with a property that is shared 
by the real world. Does this mean that 
RHIC is creating small five-dimensional 
black holes? It is really too early to tell,
both experimentally and theoretically. 
(Even if so, there is nothing to fear from 
these tiny black holes-they evaporate 
almost as fast as they are formed, and 
they "live" in five dimensions, not in our 
own four-dimensional world.)
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Connecting Soft and Hard RegimesConnecting Soft and Hard Regimes

Scattered partons on the “near side” lose energy, 
but emerge;

those on the “far side” are totally absorbed →→ Really?Really?
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Fluid Effects on Jets ?Fluid Effects on Jets ?
Mach cone?

Jets travel faster than the 
speed of sound in the 
medium.
While depositing energy via 
gluon radiation.
QCD “sonic boom” (?)
Another measure of strong 
coupling in our fluid (?)
If we have a fluid, we 
should expect such 
phenomena in bulk nuclear 
matter
Under active investigation: 
Can cone-like structures 
survive dynamical and 
geometrical averaging?

Δφ
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Suggestion of Mach Cone?Suggestion of Mach Cone?
Modifications to di-jet hadron pair correlations in Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV, 
PHENIX Collaboration (S.S. Adler et al.),  Phys.Rev.Lett.97:052301,2006
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New Dimensions in RHIC PhysicsNew Dimensions in RHIC Physics

“The stress tensor of a quark moving through N=4 
thermal plasma”, J.J. Friess et al., hep-th/0607022

Our 4Our 4--d d 
worldworld

String String 
theoristtheorist’’s s 
55--d worldd world

The stuff formerly The stuff formerly 
known as QGPknown as QGP

Heavy quark Heavy quark 
moving moving 
through through 

the the 
mediummediumEnergy loss Energy loss 

from string from string 
dragdrag

Jet modifications Jet modifications 
from wake fieldfrom wake field
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Heavy FlavorHeavy Flavor
All(?) length scales in the QCD plasma are “degenerate”:

i.e. they all are proportional to 1/T 
(times various powers of g)

Fix this by introducing 
heavy flavor:

Mc ~ 1.3 GeV
Mb ~ 5.0 GeV

to introduce new scales
1 / Mc ~ 0.15 fm
1 / Mb ~ 0.04 fm

Flavor tagged jets

Bohr radii (onium):
J/Ψ ~ 0.29 fm
Υ ~ 0.13 fm 
“Onium” spectroscopy

Performing these measurements key to 
ongoing upgrades program at RHIC

RHIC
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High  High  BaryonBaryon DensityDensity

There is 
considerable 
uncertainty in the 
location of the 
QCD critical point
RHIC might make 
major advances 
on the “other”
QCD front:

U+U beams
High luminosity (?)
Comprehensive 
detectors
Superb control of 
systematics when 
changing √s

A feature of A feature of colliderscolliders
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“If we were sure it was the quark-gluon plasma, 
we would have said it was.“,  W.A.Zajc.

"It is without a doubt the densest matter ever created in the 
laboratory," said  W. A. Zajc

"We're creating matter that is tremendously denser," said Peter Jacobs, "It 
makes no sense to talk about individual protons and neutrons."

"Most of us aren't quite ready to make that leap," T. Hemmick said.

~ 3 Years Ago

“The experimentalists' caution may be due, in part, to fallout from a 
previous claim regarding quark soup at CERN [(6/20/00)] . Many 
physicists called the CERN data unconvincing.” (Newsday 6/17/03)

New York Times 6/19/03
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From the CERN  From the CERN  Science StatementScience Statement

A series of experiments using CERN's lead beam have presented 
compelling evidence for the existence of a new state of quark-gluon 
matter in which quarks, instead of being bound up into more complex 
particles such as protons and neutrons, are liberated to roam freely.
Present theoretical ideas provide a more precise picture for this new 
state of matter: it should be a quark-gluon plasma (QGP), in which 
quarks and gluons, the fundamental constituents of matter, are no 
longer confined within the dimensions of the nucleon, but free to move 
around over a volume in which a high enough temperature and/or 
density prevails.
Quarks and gluons would then freely roam within the volume of the 
fireball created by the collision.
A common assessment of the collected data leads us to conclude that 
we now have compelling evidence that a new state of matter has indeed 
been created, at energy densities which had never been reached over 
appreciable volumes in laboratory experiments before and which exceed 
by more than a factor 20 that of normal nuclear matter. The new state of 
matter found in heavy ion collisions at the SPS features many of the 
characteristics of the theoretically predicted quark-gluon plasma.
Even if a full characterization of the initial collision stage is presently not 
yet possible, the data provide strong evidence that it consists of 
deconfined quarks and gluons.

(All emphasis added by WAZ)
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As for RHICAs for RHIC……
We have benefited tremendously from that “caution”

We did not find  free quarks and gluons

This is a non-trivial point- we did not find (and declare!) 
what people told us had to be there and what had already 
been “found”. 

What we  have done is to discover and demonstrate the 
appropriate  properties and description for 
strongly-coupled  matter at RHIC. 

What we  will do is to pursue and refine the study of this 
fundamental matter in future measurements at  RHIC
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The The SchifferSchiffer ConnectionConnection
John chaired the 1983 Long Range Plan committee

1.1. Increase the baseIncrease the base

2.2. Build a Build a rhicrhic with with √√ssNNNN > 60 GeV> 60 GeV

3.3. Budget of $270M to utilize Budget of $270M to utilize 
the national electron accelerator, the national electron accelerator, 
the the rhicrhic
and other vital facilitiesand other vital facilities

On behalf of the entire RHIC communityOn behalf of the entire RHIC community

Thank you, John !Thank you, John !
We hope we have not made you very unhappy ! We hope we have not made you very unhappy ! 


